Abstract Integration of scalar and vector visualization has been an interesting topic. This paper presents a technique to appropriately select and display multiple streamlines while overlaying with isosurfaces, aiming an integrated scalar and vector field visualization. The technique visualizes a scalar field by multiple semitransparent isosurfaces, and a vector field by multiple streamlines, while the technique adequately selects the streamlines considering reduction of cluttering among the isosurfaces and streamlines. The technique first selects and renders isosurfaces, and then generates large number of streamlines from randomly selected seed points. The technique evaluates each of the streamlines according to their shapes on a 2D display space, distances to critical points of the given vector fields, and occlusion by isosurfaces. It then selects the specified number of highly evaluated streamlines. As a result, we can visualize both scalar and vector fields as a set of view-independently selected isosurfaces and view-dependently selected streamlines.
Introduction
Scalar and vector visualization techniques have been almost independently evolved in the research field of volume visualization. Meanwhile, it often happens that we want to simultaneously and comparatively visualize both scalar and vector fields in a same physical space. Cluttering is a serious problem while visualizing both scalar and vector fields in a single display space. This paper presents a technique which simultaneously visualizes both scalar and vector fields in a same physical space. We visualize a scalar field as a set of semitransparent isosurfaces, and a vector field as a set of streamlines. The presented technique features automatic selection of specified number of streamlines from the following three aspects: geometric meaningfulness evaluated by information entropy, distance from critical points, and occlusion by isosurfaces.
This paper is an extended version of our previous poster presentation [2] , which additionally introduces subjective evaluations, and a case study with a weather simulation dataset which visualized relationship between an air flow field and high/low pressure regions.
Related Work

Streamline selection
Automatic streamline selection techniques have been firstly developed for 2D flow visualization, and then extended to 3D visualization.
Mebarki et al. [13] claimed that uniformly placed sets of streamlines can be generated by specifying positions of seed points of streamlines as most distant from previously generated streamlines. Li et al. [11] presented a 2D visualization technique which generates appropriately distant sets of streamlines while controlling the number of streamlines.
Many 3D streamline selection techniques have been recently presented. Ye et al. [21] presented a technique which prepares several templates to specify positions of seed points of streamlines around critical points of 3D flow fields, so that users can appropriately generate streamlines which represent the features of flow fields. Li et al. [10] presented a streamline generation technique which sets seed points on a plane in a 3D space, so that we can avoid cluttering of streamlines. Marchesin et al. [12] extended our idea [2] for view-dependent streamline removal and addition. Several recent studies [9] [19] estimate viewpoints while selecting streamlines in 3D flow fields, so that we can observe the flow fields from the best viewpoint which brings comprehensive visualization results.
However, most of existing streamline selection techniques just attempt to optimize the visualization of flow fields. On the contrary, our technique presented in this paper selects streamlines for simultaneous visualization of scalar and vector fields in a same physical 3D space.
Integrated visualization of scalar and vector fields
We often have 3D flow dynamics simulation datasets which contain both scalar and vector fields in a same physical space. It is important to simultaneously visualize both scalar and vector fields to understand the flow dynamics. Direct volume rendering is a convenient method for this purpose. It is not usually difficult to control transfer functions of volume rendering to overlay indirect vector field visualization such as arrow plots and streamlines. Such representation has been applied since the early days of visualization research. Crawfis et al. [15] represented scalar and vector fields by using splatting-based volume rendering and particle animations. Hong et al. [4] applied glyphs which represent vector fields while overlaying with volume rendering for scalar fields.
On the other hand, it sometimes happens that indirect volume rendering is more preferable. We may have a situation that visualization results should be stored as indirect datasets (e.g. isosurfaces or iso-contours for scalar fields, streamlines or arrow plots for vector fields). Or, runtime environments which GPU programming is not available are still existing. Combination of indirect visualization techniques for scalar and vector fields is another solution for these situations, as we apply isosurfaces and streamlines in this paper. Actually, there are many studies which applies isosurfaces and streamlines for integrated scalar and vector field visualization [14] [16] . However, these studies did not apply automatic streamline selection techniques.
It is also meaningful to apply isosurfaces to represent flow fields [1] . For example, Laramer et al. [8] applied velocity isosurfaces with streamlines to effectively represent flow fields.
Presented visualization technique
This section describes the processing flow and technical detail of the presented technique. Following is the brief processing flow of the technique.
Step 1: Extract critical points of given scalar and vector fields.
Step 2: Generate semitransparent isosurfaces to represent a scalar field.
Step 3: Temporality generate large number of streamlines.
Step 4: Select specified number of streamlines which are highly evaluated based on information entropy, distances to critical points, and occlusion by isosurfaces.
The following subsections describe the technical detail of the each process of the presented technique.
Critical point extraction
We often intensively visualize around critical points of scalar or vector fields to discover interesting phenomena. In other words, we can often visualize interesting phenomena by generating isosurfaces and streamlines around critical points. For example, in case of visualizing weather simulation results, we can often discover interesting scalar fields around high (or low) pressure regions, or interesting vector fields around centers of vortices.
Accordingly, we developed a critical point extraction technique for scalar and vector fields, to intensively visualize the scalar and vector values around the critical points. We apply a critical point extraction technique for scalar fields presented by Itoh et al. [5] . This technique extracts local maximum or minimum points of scalar fields by comparing scalar values of grid-points connected by element-edges.
We also apply a critical point extraction technique for vector fields presented by Koyamada et al. [7] . This technique determines that a position P(p, q, r) is a critical point of a vector field inside a tetrahedral cell, if P satisfies the following equation:
Here, (u i , v i , w i ) is a vector value at the i-th grid-point of the current tetrahedral cell. Also, we suppose the current tetrahedral cell can be divided into four sub-tetrahedral regions by connecting P and each of vertices of the tetrahedral cell. Ratios of volumes of the sub-tetrahedral regions are p, q, r, and (1 − p − q − r).
Visualization of scalar fields
This technique uses the critical points of a scalar field while generating isosurfaces. Our implementation lists scalar values at the extracted critical points and dispalys as a user interface widget. When a user selects one of the displayed scalar values, the technique generates an isosurface by applying Marching Cubes. Our implementation allows to display semi-transparent isosurfaces while selecting multiple scalar values.
Our current implementation requires manual adjustment the opacity of isosurfaces. As a future work, we would like to automatically adjust by applying automatic transfer function design techniques [6] [17].
Visualization of vector fields
Information entropy for streamline selection
This section describes an automatic streamline selection technique applying information entropy. First, this technique uniformly generates large number of streamlines thoroughly inside an input volume region. Then, the technique calculates information entropy for each of the streamlines applying a technique presented by Takahashi et al. [18] . We automatically select a specified number of streamlines which have larger information entropy values. Information entropy has been well applied to variety of recent visualization techniques [20] . The following is an equation applied in our technique to calculate information entropy E:
Here, we suppose streamlines consist of short segments. l j and d j are the length of the j-th segment in the 3D physical and 2D display spaces respectively, and m is the number of the segments in a streamline. We can reselect appropriate sets of streamlines by calculating E for all of the pre-generated streamlines, when the viewpoint is moved or view direction is modified. Our implementation supports drag operations of pointing devices to control the viewpoint and view direction, and execute the automatic streamline selection when the drag operations are finished. Furthermore, our streamline selection technique takes into account critical points, occlusion by isosurfaces, and density of streamlines, as described in below sections.
Streamline selection with critical poins
Often we would like to visualize the vector fields around critical points because interesting phenomena are often found there [7] . However, we experimentally found that d j in equation (1) of streamlines around critical points tends to be small and therefore such streamlines are not often selected while simply applying the information entropy. Therefore, our implementation optionally selects at least one streamline generated from vicinity of each of critical points.
Occlusion by isosurfaces
We would like to avoid un-preferable visualization results that many streamlines are occluded by isosurfaces. Our technique revises the information entropy by the following equation to preferentially select un-occluded streamlines:
where m 0 is the number of occluded segments of a streamline, and α is the opacity of an isosurface. Our implementation displays multiple isosurfaces as described in Section 3.2. Supposing the i-th segment (1 ≤ i ≤ m) of a streamline is occluded by the k-th isosurface which is rendered with the opacity value α k , we define the weight of the i-th segment as follows:
It may also happen that streamlines are occluded by multiple isosurfaces. We can calculate the weights of segments of such streamlines by recursively applying equation (3). As a result, we calculate the information entropy by the following equation, supposing 1 ≤ j ≤ n j and d i 0 = d i : Figure 2 demonstrates the effectiveness of the weights based on occlusions of isosurfaces. Figure 2 (Left) shows that many streamlines behind an isosurface is selected, while Figure 2 (Right) shows the presented technique successfully selects more visible streamlines. As a result, our technique could automatically visualize a vortex in the left side of the input volume.
Density of streamlines
Our technique based on information entropy has another problem that large number of similar and close streamlines can be selected. Accordingly, we determine if se- lected streamlines are sufficiently distant each other, so that we can avoid to densely select close streamlines. Our current implementation exclusively selects one of the streamlines which intersect with the same cell, to avoid selecting too close streamlines. However, this implementation does not always work well if the resolution of an input volume is finer comparing with resolution of a display. We would like to implement an image-based streamline density control [10] to solve this problem. Opacity control [3] is another solution to generate more comprehensive flow visualization for such situations.
Example and evaluation
We implemented the presented technique with GNU C++ and OpenGL, and conducted subjective evaluation with the visualization results. Participants of the evaluation were 12 university students majoring computer graphics and visualization. We showed them pairs of visualization results and asked to select one of them. Tables in the below sections show the number of participants who selected the corresponding visualization results.
Effectiveness of streamline selection
We generated visualization results with three viewpoints. We used two implementations, where one uniformly generates streamlines, and the other displays streamlines automatically selected by the presented technique. Then, we asked participants to subjectively evaluate the results. Figure 3 shows the results. Streamlines generated around critical points are drawn in red, while others are drawn in black.
We asked participants to select the visualization result which satisfies:
• Red streamlines are more visible.
• Black streamlines are less visible. Table 1 shows the statistics of the evaluations of participants. The presented technique received preferable evaluations, especially with viewpoints A and C. Following are typical comments for these results by the presented technique:
• It is easier to understand the vector field since the presented technique selects longer streamlines. • The presented technique well represents local phenomena such as undulation of winds.
• The presented technique shows larger number of red streamlines.
On the other hands, four participants did not prefer the result by the presented technique with viewpoint B. Their comments are as follows:
• Visualization by the presented technique is too dense.
• The result with uniformly selecting streamlines is simpler.
Effectiveness of critical point extraction
We also asked participants to evaluate the results shown in Figure 4 , as our previous questions introduced in Section 4.1. This figure compares the visualization results whether critical points are extracted or not. Table 2 shows the statistics of the evaluations of participants. Extracting critical points and generating at least one streamline around each of the critical points, we could show more characteristic streamlines, and therefore received more preferable evaluations. On the other hand, several participants mentioned that too many streamlines drawn in red might make difficult to understand the vector fields.
Effectiveness of detection of occlusion by isosurfaces
Finally, We asked participants to evaluate the results shown in Figure 5 , as our previous questions introduced in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. This figure compares the visualization results whether occlusion by isosurface is detected or not. Table 3 shows the statistics of the evaluations of participants. Our technique received relatively preferable evaluation while applying viewpoint C. Following are major comments for the results with viewpoint C detecting occlusion by isosurfaces:
• Red streamlines are not occluded by an isosurface.
• Relationship between an isosurface and streamline is more comprehensive.
On the other hand, our technique received relatively poor results with viewpoint A. Following are major comments for the results with viewpoint A detecting occlusion by isosurfaces:
• Visualization result got too complicated because too many streamlines are displayed in front of an isosurface.
• Red streamlines are occluded by black streamlines rather than an isosurface.
Visualization of weather simulation data
This section introduces a visualization of weather simulation dataset formed as a regular grid. Number of cells are 80x40x80, where each grid-point has scalar values (air pressure and temperature) and a vector value (air flow). Longitude and latitude are assigned to the X-and Y-axes, while height is assigned to the Z-axis.
First, we extracted critical points from a scalar (pressure) field. It contained 13 local maximum, 9 local minimum, and 25 saddle points. This dataset simulates an air flow just before an extratropical cyclone is formed. Figure 6 (Left) shows iso-contour lines on a XY-plane. Pressure ridge and trough are drawn as solid and dotted lines respectively. In this result, pressure ridge is developed when westerlies swerves toward north, while pressure trough appears when westerlies swerves toward south. Figure 6 (Right) shows a blue isosurface whose isovalue is slightly smaller than the pressure value at one of local maximum points, and a green isosurface whose isovalue is slightly larger than the pressure value at one of local minimum points. High pressure regions appears where the blue isosurface curves, indicated by circles drawn in dark blue in Figure 6 (Right). Low pressure regions appears where the green isosurface curves, indicated by circles drawn in dark green in Figure 6 (Right). Figure 6 (Left) in addition to an isosurface and streamlines visualized in Figure 7 (Upper). Blue arrows depict pressure ridge, while pressure trough are illustrated by red arrows. Downdraft is observed around pressure ridge, and updraft is observed around pressure trough.
High pressure regions are often developed when air temperature in the sky is much lower than one on the ground. We can observe the relationship between high pressure regions and air temperature by switching the scalar field from pressure to temperature and then visualizing the temperature applying isosurfaces.
Conclusion
This paper presented an integrated visualization of scalar and vector fields applying an automatic streamline selection technique. We select preferable streamlines from the following three aspects: geometric meaningfulness applying information entropy, distance from critical points, and occlusion by isosurfaces. We conducted subjective evaluation with university student participants and concluded that information entropy and distance from critical points were especially effective factors of our technique. We also introduced the effectiveness of our technique with a case study applying a weather simulation dataset.
The following are our potential future issues: Improvement for volume dataset containing large number of critical points. The dataset we used as a case study just contained approximately 50 critical points in its scalar and vector fields. It is difficult to deal with all the critical points if there are hundreds or even thousands in a dataset. For example, it is not realistic to generate isosurfaces whose isovalues are close to values of all of thousands of local maximum or minimum points. Or, it is also meaningless to generate streamlines around all of thousands of vortices. We may need to select reasonable number of important critical points [17] as a preprocess in such cases. Extension for time-varying datasets. Our technique would select streamlines independently for each timestep, if we applied the current implementation to timevarying volume datasets. This may cause flickering and prevent the understanding of time-varying air flow. We would like to solve this problem by seamlessly selecting streamlines for each timestep of time-varying volume datasets.
